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Concept of Crazy Hash Trip 22
Prelubes in Dubrovnik, Belgrade & Skopje can be seen as individual holidays - Do UR own thing. No
bookings or detailed program are set by TSL. Of course U R encouraged to do joint dinners, runs,
hashes, etc, but not organized by TSL.

The rest of the Crazy Hash Trip will follow below program (maby). There will be some hopp & lek (free
time) in the program so U can do UR own thing as well. This is of course combined with pre booked
meals and hashes of course🔛🔛. Most meals and drinks are pay as you go, but those that are time
critical are included, like the hashbus Budva to Tirana and during the full day hashtrip in Tirana.
Hashdrinks and common transports are included.

Budva

Budva, Astoria Hotel in bottom left corner behind the wall

Budva is a coastal tourist resort in Montenegro. It is often called Montenegrin Miami, because it is the
most crowded and most popular tourist resort in Montenegro with beaches and vibrant nightlife.
Budva is developed around a small peninsula, on which the old town is situated. There are as many as
35 beaches in the Budva area. So if U have some spare time before the craziness begins U can plunge
in the sea and be lazy at one of the beaches. Maybe try to get lost in the old town or walk the city
walls or venture away and walk along the boardwalk to Mogren beach or take a quick boat trip to
Hawaii (yez, relly).

If U wanna be cultural and visit an UNESCO world heritage town from Venetian time, take a local bus
for 45 min for ca 3€ to Kotor. A picture perfect old town right at the only fjord in the Mediterranean.

Thirsty? The Ministry of Propaganda would like to suggest:

● Kuca Pub (4.8)
● Old Town Pub Budva (4.8)
● Snack Bar Vihor (4.8)
● Casper Bar (4.6)
● Beer & Bike Club (4.6)

● Pivoteka 77 (4.6)
● Hemingway (4.4)
● Stara Budva (4.3)
● Old Fisherman's Pub (4.3)
● The Prince English Pub (4.2)
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Stari Bar

Stari Bar, old town of Bar

The old town of Stari Bar, the first stop on the Hashbus has seen its fair share of troubles. Over the
centuries it was taken over by the Venetians, the Serbians, the Hungarians and the Ottoman Empire.
The scene of a siege in 1877, it was finally reclaimed by Montenegro from the Turks after the locals
bombed the aqueduct into the town and cut off the water supply.

One hundred years later, in 1979, that same aqueduct, since repaired, was destroyed again by a major
earthquake and the community was abandoned.

Today the Old Bar lies in ruins like a Pompeii in the Balkans…

First we head to the most important part of the old town the Stari Bar Fortress. Entrance is included in
hashcash. Stroll around and after maby get a souvenir or a Beer in Bar.
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Krujë

Kruje, Old market

Krujë is a small old city that has been populated since the 3rd century BC, it was also home to the
eponymous Alban tribe which gave name to the country as well as Gjergj Skanderbeg, the national
hero of Albania.

The Old Bazaar of Krujë dates to the 17th century and is known by the locals as Derexhiku. It was built
approximately 400 years ago and had about 200 shops starting from near Krujë City Hall to the
entrance gates of Krujë Castle. The shops line the street on both sides creating roads of roof-covered
storefronts whose sloping roofs create an arcade along its length. In the Old Bazaar you can find
objects and handmade items from traditional artisans as well as antiques collected from Krujë and
the surrounding areas. The best tourist shopping place in Albania.

Kruje Castle is located at the top of a craggy mountain 680 meters above sea level. From the castle
there is a view of broads… no, that should apparently be broad views. The castle features an arched
tunnel as its entrance and once inside you can find castle remnants, the watch tower, two museums,
restaurants, and homes that are still occupied to this day.
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Tirana

Tirana, Skanderberg square - Lot boutique hotel is out of picture to the right

Sulejman Pasha Bargjini, established the city in 1614. His first constructions were a mosque, a bakery
and a hamam (why not a brewery?). Tirana was proclaimed  capital in 1925.

Many tourists usually find Tirana a charming city, with both cosmopolitan and small town feelings,
and a lively night life. Unpaved streets host brand new Land Rovers, iPhone-toting youngsters rub
shoulders with street vendors peddling all manner of items, and gleaming glass towers look down on
abandoned construction projects. However, Tirana suffers from pollution problems mainly due to the
rapid increase in cars in the city and continuous construction. Tirana is undergoing a major renovation
from its communist days. Many of the ugly dull buildings have been repainted, but a lot of work is left
to be done. English is rapidly gaining steam as the second language of the city with the youth, but
many older residents also speak Italian.

Albanians are very hospitable towards foreigners – crime is rarely if ever directed towards foreigners
and the costs are very low by regional standards. The worst experience you may have is with the
erratic driving style of Albanians.

The city centre is small enough to be explored through walking, but beware that there is no continuity
in sidewalk width, construction material or condition. Sidewalks frequently end abruptly, have large
holes or are very narrow. Pay attention while running/walking or you may end up spraining your ankle
or falling in a hole and never seen again.

Time for a beer? It’s always time for a beer! Why not try one of the Ministry’s best selections:

● Illyrian Saloon (5.0)
● Kaon Beer (4.9)
● Public Beer (4.9)
● Si Dielli (4.9)
● New Irish Pub (4.9)
● Hops Bar (4.8)

● My Way Bar (4.8)
● Local Kitchen & Beer Bar (4.7)
● Komiteti Kafe Muzeum (4.6)
● Oping's Cocktails & Beer (4.6)
● Duff Sports Bar (4.4)
● Rehat (4.3)
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Preluminary Program 
▶ Wednesday, 5 October. Crazy Hash Trip 2022 Starts “officially” in the coastal town of Budva. Meet
up at terrace of Hotel Astoria from ca 18:30 and buy a drink or three. At 19:15 we stumble over to
Restauran Porto which has seafood speciality, table is reserved from 19:30 hrs.

▶ Thursday, 6 October. Hash in Montenegro. Hashbus pick us up at 10:00 from lokal bus stop 7 min
walk from Astoria. Hashbus will drop us in middle of nowhere (A) where the hash starts. You can
bring a small bag with change of clothes, swim gear, moose or whatever on run or bribe a walker to
carry it. Hares of the day is TSL and Big Brother. A slow pace trail where runners and walkers have
partially same trail. Drink stops, yes of course! Hashbus will pick us up in afternoon from the middle of
somewhere close to (B). After circle it may be time for swim and beer before bus picks us up and
deliver hashers to Old town again.

Disclaimer: If Shitty weather plan C applies (whatever that means).

At 19:00 start walking from Astoria hotel to Restaurant L & M which has broad Montenegrin menu.
Table is booked at 19:30. Get fed n drunk, find U R way home and pack.

▶ Friday, 7 October. Full day Hashbus to Albania. Check out from hotel and crawl to the bus stop
9 min away from Astoria (yes U R slower today) where bus pick us up at 09:30. Good to bring secret
drinking vessel and beverages n snacks for the full day trip. The hashbus travel south and have a
tourist stop in Stari Bar, an abandoned ancient town. Hashbus then cross border to Albania, so have
passports ready. Here U may see Little Brother jump in frustration over slow border control, enjoy the
show. We will have a lunch stop around 14:00 at the banks of Bojana river opposite Rozafa fortress.

We continue to the ancient Illyrian town of Krujë with one of the oldest still active markets. Allow two
hours for tourist stuff and maby exchange some € to lek before boarding Hashbus heading to Tirana
and Lot Boutique hotel. Hopp o lek in the evening. U can try one of the great Albanian fast foods and
of course head out in the nightlife.

▶ Saturday, 8 October. Full day hashtrip. Meet up outside Lot Boutique Hotel ready to hash at 09:30.
Wear yellow hash gear and bring small backpack with change of warm clothing that U can run with, or
bribe another walker to carry for U. (Cultural visit after hash may be cold). Runners will be led by TSL
and co-hared by Laid Bird. Walkers will be led by Hardworn. After hash & circle, food will be served.
During the day, cold cultural visit will be done.

After making it back to hotel, clean up, maby grab a bite and get ready for town. Meet up at Lobby bar
at Lot or Souvlaki Restaurant on backside of hotel and be ready for Pub Crawl, pay as U go so bring Ur
beloved cash lek.

Pub crawl starts at 20:00 led by Comrade Qween.

▶ Sunday, 9 October. Hopp & lek all day. At 15:00 Hash starts from Friendship Monument 250 m from
Lot Hotel, hared by Dirty Dancer and Pirates. Final dinner at Oda restaurant where table is booked
from 19:30.

▶ Monday, 10 October. Check out, get to airport n fly home. Wash dirty stinky clothes while
reminiscing wistfully about the week that was.

▶ Sunday, 23 October. Tirana Marathon. We’ll miss it.
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Tips ‘n Tricks

❏ Bring Ur mug, secret drinking vessel for hashbus,passport, yellow T-shirt, ticket, underwear,
toothbrush and € cash for payment in Montenegro and for exchange to lek in Albania.

❏ Make sure you have good medical travel insurance just in case you fall and break a leg.

❏ Use the Hash.se app or web to get info, maps and  check in on hashes and get updated.

❏ Use Crazy FB group page 4 general updates and bad miscommunication and 2 share photos.

❏ Download Google offline maps on WiFi B4 U leave home.

❏ Check U R data roaming deal and B4 getting to Montenegro & Albania. Turn it off — it’s
expensive as hell — or get local SIM card (see below).

❏ Moneybrother, card is fine in , ,  but cash is king in Albania and you may charged extra
for using a card if they even accept it.

❏ Bring € and change to lek at exchange kiosk in Albania or take out lek at ATM, but be aware of
hefty hidden fees. Alpha and Credins Bank seem OK, but Raiffeisen charges 5€ per withdrawal.

❏ Montenegro use euro despite not being in the EU. 1 € = 10.93 SEK

❏ 1 Albanian lek (ALL) = 0.09 SEK — So roughly 10 lek = 1 SEK

❏ Recommend to carry copy of passport for police.

❏ Don’t wave cash in public – bandits like it. Wave sweaty underwear for defensive purposes.

❏ Drink beer from tap, but water from bottles – tap water may be safe but taste like swimming
pool after a eurohash.

❏ Travel light if possible, all bags will go in hashbus.

❏ Bring small backpack with change of warm clothing on hash in Tirana.

❏ Don’t leave valuables on bus or transport, carry along hidden.

This is included in Hash Cash:

✓ Bus transfer 6/10 to/from Hash in Montenegro.

✓ Up to 3 Travel Hashes including DS and circle beers & snacks.

✓ Bus travel Budva-Tirana on 7/10 including stops & lunch with 1 beer (other drinks extra or BYO).

✓ Full day hash trip 8/10 including transport, cultural entrance fees, meal with 1 beer.

✓ Lots of bus riding, craziness, old bunkers, confusion, waiting at border control, minarets, smoke in
restaurants, frustration, slow and bad service, whining in the bus (yes Pucko is with us), and
serious hangovers.

All cost is self cost, all pain is self pain; if over, we confiscate, if less we ask for more. HashCash
under supervision of Big Calculator will handle collection and delegate responsibilities if needed.
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SIM, SIM, SIM -or- How to stay connected while in crazy Balkan countries

The good news: Croatia is part of the EU and has free roaming for Swedish mobile phones. Yay!

The bad news: Only Croatia is part of the EU and has free roaming for Swedish mobile phones. Using
your Swedish mobile phone plan in the other crazy hash countries is likely to severely impact your
beer budget:

● Telia charges 25 kr/min to make calls, 10 kr/min to receive calls, 4 kr to send SMS, and
50 kr/MB for data (max 99 kr/dygn för 50 MB).

● Tele2 charges 16 kr/min to make calls, 7.95 kr/min to receive calls, 4.95 kr to send SMS, and
41 kr/MB for data.

● Comviq charges 7.95 kr/min to make calls, 5.95 kr/min to receive calls, 4.95 kr to send SMS,
and 41 kr/MB for data. You can also buy a data package with 200 MB for 195 kr or 1 GB for
295 kr. Both are valid for 7 days.

● Telenor charges 9 kr/min to make or receive calls, 4 kr to send SMS, and 39 kr/day for
250 MB of data if you have a prepaid card, but no extra cost if you have a subscription.

● 3 charges 11 kr/min to make calls, 6 kr/min to receive calls, 3.74 kr to send SMS, and 5 kr/MB
for data.

The better news: Local prepaid SIM cards are cheap and the West Balkan 6 countries of Albania,
Bosnia ♥ Herzegovina, Kosovo, North Macedonia, Montenegro, and Serbia have their own “roam like
(almost) at home” WB6 network.

Our hot tip: Get a pripejd SIM card in the first cunt(ry) you cum into and use it throughout the rest of
the crazy hash trip. Bring photo ID / passport (original) when you buy it as it has to be registered! Here
are are the recommendations from the Ministry of Propaganda that will give you 2-3 GB to play with:

● Serbia:
○ Cheap. Get Globaltel’s prepaid SIM card with 2 GB of localdata for 299 din. Add a

Roaming Net package with 1 GB of WB6 data for 300 din (total ~60 kr).
○ Easy. Get Yettel’s prepaid SIM card with the Tourist Plan for 999 din (~95 kr). It will

give you 50 GB of data in Serbia for 30 days + 3.5 GB of data in the WB6 countries.

● North Macedonia:
○ Cheap. Get a Lycamobile prepaid SIM card (free) and load it with 400 den (~70 kr).

Enter *139*1026# to activate the Lyca Mega S plan. You now have 12 GB of data to
use in Macedonia and 2 GB to use in the other WB6 countries. Just be aware that
Lycamobile can be a bit of a pain to deal with sometimes.

○ Maybe Better. Get a A1 prepaid SIM card for 299 den and add the A1 Roam Surf
Balkan S package for another 299 den (total ~105 kr). That will give you 10 GB to use
in Macedonia and  2 GB to use in the other WB6 countries.

● Montenegro:
○ Cheap & Easy. Get m:tel’s MRAK prepaid SIM card with 400 GB national data +

1.11 GB WB6 data valid for 7 days for €5 (~55 kr).
○ Easy. Get One’s Prepaid Basic Plus SIM card package with 500 min/SMS + 200 GB of

national data + 3 GB of WB6 data for €10 (~110 kr).

Some operators also offer virtual eSIM cards that you can download and use at the same time as your
“real” Swedish SIM card. Go to the operator’s store and ask for it if you’re interested and have a phone
that supports it.
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If you want to know more or get something else, the the Ministry of Propaganda has compiled the
following additional misinformation:

North Macedonia:

● Lycamobile (uses A1 network, website available in English)
○ SIM card is free with minimum top-up of 100 den (~18 kr).
○ Lots of different data packages give both national and WB6 data. Here are some:

Name Nat Data WB6 Data Valid Price Code
Weekly 99 S 2 GB ??? GB 7 days 99 den (~20 kr) 1074
Data M 2 GB 0.5 GB 30 days 129 den (~25 kr) 1003
Super 200 5+5 GB 1 GB 30 days 200 den (~35 kr) 5200
Lyca Mega S 12 GB 2 GB 30 days 399 den (~70 kr) 1026
Mega Data 25 GB 3 GB 30 days 499 den (~90 kr) 1075

To activate, dial *139*code# or send SMS with code to 3535.
○ APN: data.lycamobile.mk; Username: lmmk; Password: plus

● A1 (formerly vip, merged with One)
○ A prepaid SIM card with 10 GB data + 50 den credit valid for 14 days costs 299 den (~55 kr).
○ For WB6, you need to add a roaming package (both valid for 30 days):

■ A1 Roam Surf Balkan S: 2 GB for 299 den (~55 kr).
To activate, send SMS with “START BALKAN S” to 140999.

■ A1 Roam Surf Balkan L: 5 GB for 499 den (~90 kr).
To activate, send SMS with “START BALKAN L” to 140999.

○ APN: internet
● Makedonski Telekom (T-Mobile)

○ A prepaid SIM card 10 GB + 100 SMS + unlim. talk valid for 7 days costs 399 den (~70 kr).
○ For WB6, add the Internet Balkan roaming package with 3 GB valid for 30 days for  499 den

(~90 kr). The roaming package has to be activated using the Telekom MK app on your phone.
○ APN: internet; Username: internet; Password: t-mobile

Serbia:

● Yettel (formerly Telenor, website partially available in English)
○ Get the Tourist Plan SIM Card Package for 999 din (~95 kr). It will give you 50 GB of data in

Serbia valid for 30 days + 3.5 GB of roaming data in the other WB6 countries.
○ Virtual eSIM cards are available for prepaid customers at the Yettel stores.
○ APN: internet

● Globaltel (uses A1 network)
○ SIM card with 50 din credit, 50 min+SMS, and 5 GB data valid for 7 days costs 299 din (~30 kr).
○ For WB6, very little data is included so it’s best to add a Roaming Net package:

■ 1 GB valid for 7 days for 300 din (~30 kr).
■ 3 GB valid for 7 days for 800 din (~75 kr).

○ Also offers eSIMs which you can buy online before you leave Sweden.
○ APN: globaltel

● A1 (Telekom Austria, click in upper right corner for English on website)
○ SIM card costs 400 din (~35 kr). It includes the Mesečni plan 300 where you get 1 GB data

(10 GB for Facebook, etc) + 100 min/SMS. To activate, dial *123# and answer 1.
○ For WB6, add a TravelNet roaming package:

■ 1 GB for 7 days costs 799 din (~75 kr)
■ 2 GB for 10 days costs 1199 din (~110 kr)
■ 3 GB for 15 days costs 1399 din (~130 kr)

○ APN: internet; Username: internet; Password: internet
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● mts (biggest, but most confusing)
○ Has two prepaid SIM card packages:

■ Moj pripejd with 5 GB valid for 7 days costs 400 din (~40 kr).
■ Sve cool with 15 GB valid for 15 days costs 600 din (~60 kr).

○ Can’t figure out WB6 roaming options, better ask comrade in store.
○ APN: gprswap / gprsinternet / 3Gmondo / prepaidnet / 3gnet; Username: mts; Password: 064.

Montenegro:

● One (formerly Telenor, supposedly has best coverage)
○ Prepaid Basic Plus SIM card package comes with 500 min/SMS + 200 GB of national data + 3

GB of WB6 data for €10 (~110 kr).
○ Be aware that there’s also a Tourist Package that includes 500 GB data valid for 15 days for €10

(~110 kr), but has no WB6 roaming!
○ APN: flat

● Crnogorski Telekom (T-Mobile)
○ Two SIM card options:

■ Telekom Pripejd SIM card costs €10 (~110 kr), but doesn’t include any data.
■ Telekom Tourist Prepaid 10 SIM card with 500 GB national data for 15 days costs €10

(~110 kr), but can’t be used in the WB6 countries.
○ Add data that can be used both in Montenegro and WB6:

■ 5 GB valid for 7 days costs €3 (~35 kr)
■ 7 GB valid for 15 days costs €5 (~55 kr)

○ You can also buy “units.” 1 unit = 1 GB (in Montenegro) or 1 min or 1 SMS
■ 500 units valid for 7 days costs €4.95 (~55 kr) — includes 1.07 GB in WB6
■ 500 units valid for 15 days costs €7.50 (~80 kr) — includes 2.77 GB in WB6

○ APN: tmcg-4g or tmcg-wnw or gprs.monetcg.com
● m:tel (newest operator)

○ SIM card packages:
■ MRAK cums with €1 credit + 200 min/SMS + 400 GB national data + 1.11 GB WB6

data valid for 7 days and costs €5 (~55 kr).
■ VRH cums with 500 min/SMS + 400 GB national data + 2.76 GB WB6 data valid for 15

days and costs €10 (~110 kr).
■ Mtek Tourist 10 cums with 500 GB national data + 2 GB WB6 data valid for 15 days

and costs €10 (~110 kr).
○ APN: mtelinternet; Username: internet; Password: 068, Authentication: PAP or CHAP.

Albania:

● Vodafone
○ Vodafone Basic includes 300 MB data + 100 min + 200 SMS for 600 lek (~55 kr).
○ Vodafone Start includes 1 GB data + 400 min/SMS for 1000 lek (~95 kr).
○ APN: vodafoneweb

● One (formerly Telekom Albania, formerly AMC)
○ Unknown cost for prepaid SIM card.
○ Internet Xtreme M package includes 3 GB data for 500 lek (~45 kr).
○ APN: internet.t

● ALBtelecom (formerly Eagle Mobile, website available in English)
○ SIM Card 500 includes 300 leke credit + 5 GB data and costs 500 lek (~45 kr).

Need to install "Profili im" app to enable data!
○ APN: internet

Note: This information has been compiled from convoluted web sites in strange languages and may be
old, obsolete, or fake news. Use at own risk. Maybe better ask comrade in store or on street.
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Crazy Mizmanagment 2022

The Supreme Leader Udhëheqësi Suprem (2 Swedes Cummin)

First Secretary & Big Calculator Vëllai i Madh (Big Brother)

Minister of Propaganda Shoku Mbretëreshë (Comrade Queen)

Minister of Tirana Affairs Himen i Ngjeshur (Hardworn Hymen)

Chicken Mother Çalë (LIMP)

Minister of Beer Balerin e Pistë (Dirty Dancer)

Minister of Entertainment Gropë e keqe (Bad Pitt)

Hares: Prelube Serbia (3/10) Katër Pako (4-pack)

Hares: Prelube Croatia (4/10) Himen i Ngjeshur (Hardworn Hymen)
Kerkohet Njeriu i Madh (Big Man Wanted)

Hares: Montenegro (6/10) Udhëheqësi Suprem (The Supreme Leader)
Vëllai i Madh (Big Brother)

Hares: Albania (8/10) Udhëheqësi Suprem  (The Supreme Leader)
Himen i Ngjeshur (Hardworn Hymen)

Hares: Albania (9/10) Balerin e Pistë (Dirty Dancer)
Piratët e Çuditshëmaibe (Pirate of the Queeribean)

✓
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Crazy Hash Map 2022

(Click on map to get live version if viewing this on e-device.
Poke holes with your finger if printed on paper.)
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